
All of the images and content in this book were created by 
humans collaborating with artificial intelligence. Use your 
favorite colors to bring these Midjourney images to life. Every 
stroke of your pencil or brush adds a touch of magic to the 
pages. Let your artistic spirit guide you. 🎨✨

Midjourney by Discord: https://discord.com/invite/midjourney
ChatGPT: https://chat.openai.com

Midjourney is a magical world where your imagination can take 
flight. It's a place where dreams and creativity meet, and you are 
the storyteller of your own adventure. 

To generate the images, we used the “/imagine” command and 
typed in a prompt; the bot then returned a set of four images. 
We then choose which images we wanted to upscale or remix. 

Each image contains the prompts used to generate the image so 
you can try them out for yourself! No two prompts will give the 
same result. 

How does Midjourney work?
AI image generation is like using magic to make cool pictures. 
There are two main types of magic tricks that AI uses: Genera-
tive Adversarial Networks (GANs) and Variational Autoencoders 
(VAEs).

GANs are like a game between two wizards. One tries to make 
fake pictures, and the other tries to spot them. They keep 
improving until the fake pictures look real.

VAEs are like a shrink ray and a magic magnifying glass for 
pictures. They turn big pictures into secret codes and then back 
into big pictures, practicing to get better.

Both GANs and VAEs help make amazing images with practice, 
just like having magical art assistants! 

Have fun!
From your friends at Sandstorm® 
https://www.sandstormdesign.com



Hispanic, Girl Power is turning something simple into extraordinary, minimalist style, 
coloring book style on white background, clean coloring book page, No dither, no 
gradient, strong outline No fill No solids vector illustration --v 5.2 --no anime --ar 11:17

Clean flat coloring page for a young adult novel, the scene is a teenage girl walking 
through chicago, latina, colors are shades of blue, partially colorfully colored::1.2 --ar 
2:3 --no anime



Young girl looking up female astronaut at her on mars, minimalist style, white back-
ground, picture, coloring book style on white background, well composed, clean 
coloring book page, No dither, no gradient, strong outline, No fill, No solids, vector 
illustration, --v 5.0 --no anime --ar 9:11

Firefighter in housefire scene, minimalist style, coloring book style on white back-
ground, well composed, clean coloring book page, No dither, no gradient, strong 
outline, No fill, No solids, vector illustration, --v 5.0 --no anime --ar 9:11



Teenagers standing by car, latina, mixed race, minimalist style, coloring book style on 
white background, clean coloring book page, No dither, no gradient, strong outline, No 
fill, No solids, vector illustration, --v 5.0 --no anime --ar 9:11 

Diverse group of girls, girl power, teenager, minimalist style, coloring book style on 
white background, well composed, clean coloring book page, No dither, no gradient, 
strong outline, No fill, No solids, vector illustration, --v 5.0 --no anime --ar 9:11



Scientists, teenager, latina, mixed race, men and women, minimalist style, coloring 
book style on white background, well composed, clean coloring book page, No dither, 
no gradient, strong outline, No fill, No solids, vector illustration, --v 5.0 --no anime 
--ar 9:11

Young superhero flying in books, plain clothes with cape latina, mixed race, minimalist 
style, coloring book style on white background, clean coloring book page, No dither, no 
gradient, strong outline, No fill, No solids, vector illustration, --v 5.0 --no anime --ar 
9:11



Black girl magic, minimalist style, coloring book style on white background, clean 
coloring book page, No dither, no gradient, strong outline, No fill, No solids, vector 
illustration, --v 5.0 --no anime --ar 9:11

Aquarium, minimalist style, coloring book style on white background, clean coloring 
book page, No dither, no gradient, strong outline, No fill, No solids, vector illustration, 
--v 5.0 --no anime --ar 11:17 

Jeanne Villepreux-Power: Marine Biologist and Inventor of the Aquarium



DNA, Coloring book style, No fill, No black solids, white background, detailed intricate 
stained glass window of dna in the style of vincent van gogh, well composed, black 
and white, white background, single line, No dither, --v 5.2 --ar 11:17

Computer code, colouring book style, coloring book for adults, full page, edge to edge, 
full field of view, outline, contour style, 2d, flat design, large geometric forms, hyper 
simple style, white space to fill, no filling, no spirals, no shadow --v 5.1

Ada Lovelace: created the “programmable machine” Rosalind Franklin: contributed to the discovery of DNA’s structure
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